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A continuous function on [0, JJ is approximated by a family of functions of
the form a(R(A, -», where R(A, .) is a generalized rational function, with respect
to an Ll' norm. Sufficient conditions are given for a limit of best L, parameters
to be a best L'l parameter.

Let C[O, 1] be the space of continuous functions on [0, I]. For g a bounded
measurable function on [0, I] define

ig!p

g

[

.1 ] I I'I i g(.\Y' dx
"0

0= sup{' g(x) ,: 0

l~p<:CfJ

I}.

Let {e?1 ,... , e?n}, {01 ,... , fm] be linearly independent subsets of C[O, 1] and
define

R(A, x) = peA, x)/Q(A, x) I a/,e?k(X) / f anl,fAx).
i: 1 1.'=1

let (J be a continuous function from the real line into the extended real line
and define

F(A, x) = a(R(A, x)).

let P be a subset of (n -+ m)-space. The L p approximation problem is:
GivenfE C[O, 1], to find A* E P for which ep(A) = 'J - F(A, )!p attains its
infimum PvCf) over A E P. Such a parameter A * is called a best L" parameter
andF(A*, .) is called a best L" approximation toJ

This paper is concerned with the behavior of a sequence of best L IJ para
meters as p ~ 00. The only case in which this has previously been considered
was that in which F is a linear approximating function [4, pp. 8-10] and that
in which F is a unisolvent approximating function [6].

F(A, x) is well defined if Q(A, x) 'r" O. When Q(A, x) 0 we need a
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convention to define F(A, x). We will assume in this paper that Q has the zero
measure and dense nonzero properties, that is, if Q(A,') 0, then the set of
zeros of Q(A, .) is of zero measure and the set of points at which Q(A, .) does
not vanish is dense in [0, 1]. This is a combination of the hypothesis used in
[2,3] and the hypothesis of Boehm [1,5, p. 84]. The zero measure property
makes it possible for us to ignore the points where Q(A, .) vanishes when
using the L IJ norms. The dense nonzero property enables us to use Boehm's
convention [I, p. 20] to define F(A. x) where Q(A, x) °(defining F(A. x)

there is only necessary with the L, norm).
As RCxA. x) R(A, x) for all x 0. we will normalize parameters A so

that

IIi

L a/l /,
/, I

I. (1 )

Let P be the set of parameters satisfying (I). [t is proven in [2] that R(A, .) is
measurable if A E [i and Q has the zero measure property. As (J is Borel
measurable, F(A, .) is then measurable.

THEOREM 1. Let Q hare the zero measure property, P be a closed non
empty subset ofP, and 1(J(t)-+ X as t *X, then a best L J' approximation
exists to bounded measurable f

We use the arguments of [3] (without modification) to prove this.
Reference [3] considers the (closed) set of parameters

P" {A: A E P, Q(A.·) - 0:.

In [3] are given several closed subsets of P" .

LEMMA 1. Let g be measurable, then g I', g , .

Proof sup{ g(X)1 : ° \ I] I' c- -1 g,-, .

THEORE\l 2. Lct thcre exist C E P \I'ith . f F( C, .) x. Let Q harc
the zero measure and dense nonzero properties. Let P be a closed nonemptl'
subset of 1'. Let I a(t)I-> oc as t -~ :Y0. Let p(k)? oc and 1'1/, he a hest
L v(k) parameter. Then {I'll,} has an accumulation point and any accumulation
point is a best L, parameter. Further {p,,(lln: -.,. p In·

Proof Define the semi norm

A -ccmax{ ai : In:.

Suppose { ,1'1/, : is unbounded, then by taking a subsequence if necessary we
can assume { 'A/" : > ex. Define B/, A A /, . then B/,' 1.( 8/': has
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an accumulation point B, B I, = I, assume {BI,} -+ B. There exists x, E: 0
such that i P(B, x), E. By continuity of P(B, .) there is a closed neigh
borhood N of x such that i P(B, y)j > E for YEN. There exists K such that
k E K implies I P(BI,· , Y)I E for Y E: N, hence

I P(A I,·, y) AI, E. l' E N, k K

R(A I,,1') AI, E/I fk i , I' E: N, k K.
I, I

and

Ill;, inf{ R(A I, , Y) : YEN] -+ oc,

inf{ f(y)-a(R(A;"y»1 :YEN]

l a(R(A, '))I'p(,)

inf{j a(t)i : 111;. it

MkfL(N)Lidl,) ->- oc.

Ii, + oc

(2)

But by Lemma 1, f - F(C, ')Ip U -- F(C, ')ice < oc and so (2)
contradicts A, being best with respect to! j)(lc) for all k. Thus {! AI. il} is
bounded, that is, the numerator coefficients of {AI.) are bounded. The
denominator coefficients are bounded by the normalization (I). Thus {A k

) is
bounded and has an accumulation point A, assume that {AI,] ->- A.

Next suppose that c,(A) XJ. Let M 0 be given then there exists a
point x with Q(A, x) 0 such that f(x)-- F(A, x)1 2M. By continuity
of F(A, .) at x into the extended real line and continuity of Q(A, .) there is a
closed neighborhood N of x such that f(y) ~-- F(A, y)! 2M for yEN and
Q( A, .) does not vanish on N. There exists K such that for k K.

!i 1') F( A I' , 1') /''11 for YEN,

[

0 ] l!p(l,)I :f--- F(A ,.,·) I,ll.)

oN

As this would be true for all M, f - F(A k , ')"j)(lc) ---C>- XJ. But we earlier
showed this is impossible, hence c,.(A) < XJ,

We prove next that

Suppose not, then we must have for some E °and all k,

C,1(l,.j(A;.) < C ,(A) - E.

(3)

(4)

By Boehm's convention there is a point x such that If(x) - F(A, xli
c, (A)- (E/4) and Q(A, x) cj. 0. By continuity off - F(A, 0) and Q(A, .) at x
there is a closed neighborhood N of x such that

fey) -- F(A, y) c,(A) -..- (E/2), Q(A, y) -fc 0, yEN.
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As R(A}.,·) converges uniformly to R(A,') on N, F(A f,.·) converges
uniformly to F(A, .) on N and there exists K such that for I-; K,

e,(A)- (E/4) Q(A",y) O.yr=N.

We have

(e,(A) (4).

contradicting (4) and proving (3). By Lemma I.

so we have in fact

lim sup p,,(fiCn
;, -, e,(A).

Since this remains true for every subsequence of {p(k)). we have

e ,(A).

Now suppose A is not best with respect to " then there is B, E 0 with

f F(B,'),

There is, therefore, I-; such that

f F(A.-j, E.

f-- F(B. . )! ,,(f,J f F(B, ·)i,

contradicting optimality of A f, •

The theorem may not be true if we approximate by admissible approxima
tions (ones with denominators greater than 0).

EXAMPLL Let F(A, x) (I].x/(a'2 (I:Jx) andf I. We have

0\(1-;-1 :- x) I -)0 1 f(x), 0\ n,

hence PJ,(j) 0 for I px,. Since F(A, 0) = 0 for all admissible A, 0 is a
best L approximation and pJ{) c I.

COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses ofthe previous theorem hold. Let Ad,) ~ A
then F(Ak(j) , .) converges pointwise to F(A, .) ourside the zeros ofQ(A, ').

If {A ,,) -~ A and Q(A, .) has 110 zeros, {F(A /_ .. )] converges uniformly to
F(A, '), hence
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THEOREM 3. Let the hypotheses of the precious theorem hold. Suppose f
has a unique best LX) approximation F(A, .) l1'hich cannot be expressed as
F( C, .) with Q( C, .) hal'ing a zero in [0, I]. Then {F(A;. , .): conl'erges untj'ormly
to F(A, ').

Convergence may not be uniform (or even pointwise) to a best L, approxi
mation even if the best L, approximation is unique.

ExAMPLE. Let f(x) ..~ x .~ and approximate by the family R]O[O, I] of
ordinary rational functions. Asf °alternates once on [0, I], °is the unique
best L, approximation tor Let F(A" , .) denote a best L;. approximation tof
By Theorem 2 of [7], F(A,., .) cannot be zero for k I. Let:k(i):
be a sequence such that {F(A;.w . .): is of constant sign. Without loss of
generality, we assume that this sign is positive. By Theorem I of [7]. f
F(A ,oC,) , .) has at least two sign changes on [0, I]. As f and F(A "w, .) are
elements of Rll[O, I]J F(A,,(j)") has at most two sign changes. hence it
has exactly two sign changes. As flO) .... F(A,c,). 0) °we have f( I) .

F(A le,). I) Oand F(A,.(j), I) .\.

DLFINITIO'J. IT is an ordering function if it IS monotonic and strictly
monotonic where it is finite.

DEFINITIO". Associated with the parameter A is the linear space

S(A) [P(A, .) Q(B, .)- Q(A • .) P(B, .) : B L" 1
I'

THUJRUv] 4. Let the hypotheses oj' Theorem 2 hold. Lct CJ he an ordering
function. Let F(A, .) be best tot; Q(A,') 0, and S(A) be a Haar sub.lj)(fce of
dimension n m I. Then {F(A I, , .); - > F(A, .) uni/(mnIy.

Prool (r being an ordering function and S(A) being a Haar subspace
implies that F(A. -) is a uniquely best admissible approximation [9]. Argu
ments similar to those of [8, middle of page 486] show that F(A • .) is uniquely
best among approximations with denominators '0. S(A) being of dimension
n m I implies that F(A . .) has a unique representation. Apply
Theorem 3.

COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Let a he an ordering
fill1ction. Let the family of rationals be R"," [0, I]. Let F(A . .) be best to f and
R(A • .) be nondegenerate. Then {F(A f" .)] .+ F(A, .) unif{mnll'.

The previous example shows that the hypotheses of dimension n m
or nondegeneraey cannot be dropped.

A best L/) approximation by admissible rationals may not exist. However,
we have from Theorem 3
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THEOREM 5. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Supposcf has (/ unique
best I., approximation F(A, .) lI'hich cannot be expressed as F( C, .), Q( c, .)
with (/ ::1'1'0 in [0, I]. Then for all p sufficiently large, a best I. I' approximation
to f is admissible (hellce a best admissible L" approximation exists).
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